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AbstractWe investigate the relationship between set constraints and the monadic classof �rst-order formulas and show that set constraints are essentially equivalentto the monadic class. From this equivalence we can infer that the satis�abilityproblem for set constraints is complete for NEXPTIME. More precisely, weprove that this problem has a lower bound of NTIME(cn= logn). The relation-ship between set constraints and the monadic class also gives us decidability andcomplexity results for certain practically useful extensions of set constraints, inparticular \negative projections" and subterm equality tests.
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1 IntroductionSet constraints describe relationships between sets of terms over some vocab-ulary. They arise naturally when one abstracts from concrete values of pro-gram variables in program analysis and type inference algorithms, cf. Aiken andMurphy (1991a), Aiken and Murphy (1991b), Heintze and Ja�ar (1990), Heintzeand Ja�ar (1991), Jones and Muchnick (1979), Mishra (1984), Mishra andReddy (1985), Reynolds (1969), Young and O'Keefe (1988), among others. Al-gorithms for solving certain classes of set constraints have been given in varioussettings, cf. section 4. Some of them are rather ad hoc or involve complicatedcodings.The purpose of this paper is to show that known results about decidablefragments of �rst-order logic can be directly applied to set constraints. In par-ticular, set constraints (with projections for unary functions) are, via certainnatural translations, equivalent to the monadic class, for which decidability andcomplexity results are available. The satis�ability of set constraints can be re-duced to the satis�ability of monadic formulas via length order n2, conversely,the satis�ability of monadic formulas can be reduced to the satis�ability ofset constraints via length order n2= logn. As a consequence, the satis�abilityof set constraints is complete for NEXPTIME, a result that was left open in(Aiken and Wimmers 1992). More precisely, we establish NTIME(cn= logn), forsome c > 0, as a lower bound for the problem. The relationship between setconstraints and the monadic class allows us to extend set constraints by diag-onalization (i.e., equality tests for subterms) and by projections. By applyingknown results for the monadic class with equality we show that satis�ability ofthe extended constraints remains decidable (and, more speci�cally, again com-plete for NEXPTIME), provided projections for non-unary functions occur withnegative polarity only. In applications to program analysis and type inference,where projections are useful, positive projections are not needed anyway, cf.(Heintze and Ja�ar 1990). Unlike in the latter paper our class of constraintswith projections is not restricted to de�nite constraints and, therefore, can alsobe applied to the analysis of and type inference for disjunctive logic programsor to other kinds of nondeterministic programming languages. Moreover, setconstraints with equality allow one to specify some amount of sharing betweenvariables, which results in more precise compile-time analyses of programs. Theproblem of set constraints with unrestricted occurrences of projections remainsunsolved at this time.In short, in this paper we demonstrate that (i) set constraints are essentiallyequivalent to the monadic class and (ii) decidability and complexity resultsfor the monadic class carry over to set constraints. Moreover, our method ofrelating set constraints to the monadic class allows us (iii) to use standardtheorem proving techniques based on ordered resolution and/or superpositionas decision procedures, and (iv) to extend set constraints in several practicallyuseful ways. 1



2 The Monadic ClassThe monadic class is the class of �rst-order formulas without function symbols,with unary (monadic) predicates only, but with arbitrary quanti�cation. Wespeak of the monadic class with equality if, in addition, equations (betweenvariables) are allowed in formulas.If we skolemize a monadic formula in prenex form, the resulting quanti�er-free formula can be characterized by the following syntactic properties: (i) allpredicate symbols are unary; (ii) there exists a sequence x1; : : : ; xm of variablessuch that all atoms are of the form p(t), where p is a predicate and t is either avariable xn, or a term f(x1; : : : ; xn), for some n � m. In the following we callsuch formulas at formulas over given vocabularies F and P , respectively, offunctions symbols and monadic predicate symbols. In the case of the monadicclass with equality, atoms in the skolemized formulas may also be (iii) equationss � t, where s and t are terms of the form described in (ii) above. For example,the monadic formula with equality9a8x9f8y9g (p(x)^ q(y)! a � g _ f � y)skolemizes into the at formulap(x)^ q(y)! a � g(x; y)_ f(x) � y:The monadic class has been extensively studied. L�owenheim (1915) wasthe �rst to prove the decidability of validity and satis�ability, not only for thecase with equality but also for quanti�cation over predicates. The proof byAckermann (1954) of the same result is much simpler and, due to his syntac-tic method of transforming the given formula into some kind of solved form,appears to be usable in practice. In particular Ackermann employs a form ofresolution with lazy uni�cation, in which uni�cation between terms is actuallyrepresented as an equational constraint in the resolvent.1 Joyner Jr. (1976) andothers2 have shown that ordered resolution, which is known to be refutation-ally complete for arbitrary �rst-order theories, can be equipped with specialsimpli�cation techniques so that it always terminates on at clauses and there-fore yields a decision method for Monadic-Sat , the satis�ability problem forthe monadic class without equality and without second-order quanti�ers. Inthis spirit, Bachmair, Ganzinger, and Waldmann (1992a) have shown that su-perposition with simpli�cation is a decision method for the case with equality,referred to as Monadic-E-Sat below.3Lewis (1980) has shown that for some c > 0, NTIME(cn= logn) is an upperbound for the complexity of Monadic-Sat, where n is the length of the formula.1Lazy uni�cation seems to arise naturally when trying to eliminate second-order quanti�ers,cf. (Bachmair, Ganzinger, and Waldmann 1992b or Gabbay and Ohlbach 1992).2For an overview and a more recent treatment of the problem see (Ferm�uller et al. 1992).3In a certain sense, this extends the results of Comon, Haberstrau, and Jouannaud (1992)about shallow equational theories to the �rst-order case. It is, however, not possible to extendtheir result in full generality. First-order clauses over at equations, if no restrictions such asin (ii) apply, form a reduction class; any non-at equation can then be attened with the helpof auxiliary variables. 2



His proof is based on the �nite model property of the monadic class and checks�nite structures up to cardinality 2k, where k = O(n= logn) is the number ofpredicate symbols, for the model property. Although he shows that this algo-rithm is in some sense optimal | NTIME(cn= logn), for some (other) c > 0, isat the same time a lower bound for this problem | the proof-theoretic meth-ods of Ackermann (1954), Joyner Jr. (1976) or Ferm�uller et al. (1992) appearto be superior in practice. Lewis (1980) obtains this lower bound by showingthat NETIME is polynomially reducible, via length order n log n, to Monadic-Sat.4 Altogether this means in particular that Monadic-Sat is complete forNEXPTIME. Looking at these proofs it is easy to see that Monadic-E-Sat isalso NEXPTIME complete. For the upper bound one may use the fact thata monadic formula with equality has a model if and only if it has a model ofcardinality less or equal 2km, where m is the length of the quanti�er pre�x andk is the number of predicates (cf. e.g. Dreben and Goldfarb 1979).3 Set Constraints3.1 Set Constraints as Flat FormulasA set constraint is a �nite conjunction of subset relations E � E 0, where E andE 0 are set expressions over a given �nite vocabulary F of function symbols andV of set-valued variables. Set expressions are de�ned by the grammarE ::= 0 j 1 j � j E [ E j E \ E j E j f(E1; : : : ; En)where � may be any variable in V and f any n-place function symbol in F .Semantically, the variables in V are assumed to range over sets of �nite groundterms over the function symbols in F . A set constraint is said to be satis�ableif sets of ground terms over F can be assigned to the variables in such a waythat the constraint evaluates to true, whereby 0 denotes the empty set and 1the set of all ground terms; a set expression f(E1; : : : ; En) denotes the set ofterms f f(t1; : : : ; tn) j ti 2 Ei g; and E � E 0, E \ E 0, E [ E 0, and E denotethe subset relation, intersection, union, and complement, respectively, on setsE and E 0.Aiken and Wimmers (1992) proved that the satis�ability of set constraintsis decidable by providing a speci�c set of transformation rules for constraintsinto a certain kind of \solved forms." However it turns out that this problemis a special case of the satis�ability problem for at formulas and, hence, ofMonadic-Sat.This can be seen by transforming a given constraint into an equivalentset of at formulas over F . The set denoted by a set expression E can berepresented by a monadic formula PE(x) which codes the fact \x is in E."This coding will be established by induction over the syntactic structure ofconstraints and set expressions. More precisely, for every set expression E whichis a subexpression of the given constraint we introduce a monadic predicate PE .4We assume de�nitions of complexity classes as in (Johnson 1990).3



These predicates are de�ned by the following equivalences which refer to thepredicates representing the subexpressions of E.P1(x) $ trueP0(x) $ falsePE[F (x) $ PE(x) _ PF (x)PE\F (x) $ PE(x) ^ PF (x)PE(x) $ :PE(x)Pf(E1;:::;En)(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) $ PE1(x1) ^ : : :^ PEn(xn)Pf(E1;:::;En)(g(x1; : : : ; xm)) $ false ;where the xi are pairwise distinct (�rst-order) variables, and where an equiva-lence of the last form is generated for every m-ary function symbol g di�erentfrom f . It can be seen that Pf(E1;:::;En) is de�ned by as many equivalences asthere are function symbols in the vocabulary. All other predicates are de�nedby a single equivalence. The reader may observe that these equivalences are infact all at.If K = E1 � F1 ^ : : :^Em � Fm, then let [[K]] be the set of all equivalencesfor the subexpressions in Ei and Fi, together with the additional formulasPEi(x)! PFi(x), for 1 � i � m, representing the subset relations.As an example consider the constraint�1 � �2 ^ f(�2) � �2 ^ f(�2) � �2over a vocabulary that consists of a unary function symbol f and a constant a.Here [[K]] is the set P�1(x) ! P�2(x)Pf(�2)(x) ! P�2(x)Pf(�2)(x) ! P�2(x)P�2(x) $ :P�2(x)Pf(�2)(f(x)) $ P�2(x)Pf(�2)(a) $ falsePf(�2)(f(x)) $ P�2(x)Pf(�2)(a) $ false :This translation of constraints into equivalences is inspired by the methodof Tseitin (1970) for transforming quanti�er-free �rst-order formulas to clausalnormal form in a way that avoids the exponential growth of formulas causedby more naive methods. In the algorithm by Aiken and Wimmers (1992) aninstance of the same method appears as what they call transformation of con-straints into \one-level systems." Clearly [[K]] is a set of at formulas, for anygiven K, which may be viewed as the result of skolemizing a (unique up torenaming of variables) monadic formula [[K]]m in prenex form.Theorem 1 Let I be a Herbrand interpretation over F . Then I is a model of[[K]] if and only if K is satis�ed under the assignment where each set variable� in K is assigned the set of ground terms f t 2 TF j P�(t) 2 I g. In particular,K is satis�able if and only if [[K]]m is satis�able.4



Corollary 1 The problem Setc-Sat of satis�ability of set constraints is decid-able.The proof follows from the decidability of Monadic-Sat using the precedingtheorem.A set constraint K of length n contains O(n) (occurrences of) subexpres-sions and k = O(n= logn) distinct function symbols. Every occurrence of asubexpression E of K corresponds to at most one occurrence of PE on theright hand side and at most k occurrences of PE on the left hand side of anequivalence in [[K]]. Hence [[K]] (and thus [[K]]m) contains O(n2= logn) atoms.As every predicate symbol or variable in the monadic formula [[K]]m can becoded in O(logn) space, [[K]]m has length O(n2). Using the upper bound ofLewis (1980), this gives us the following theorem:Theorem 2 Setc-Sat can be reduced to Monadic-Sat via length order n2. Sat-is�ability of set constraints can hence be decided in NTIME(cn2= logn), for someconstant c > 0.In comparison to what has been obtained by Aiken and Wimmers (1992), thistheorem gives us a precise upper bound of the problem within NEXPTIMEwith a less than quadratic exponent of n2= logn.We also can prove that Setc-Sat is NEXPTIME-hard, more precisely wehave the theorem:Theorem 3 NTIME(cn) can be reduced to Setc-Sat via length order n logn.To prove this theorem, we �rst prove a lemma which shows how to translate acertain class of at formulas into set constraints via length order n.Lemma 1 Let � be a at formula of length n of the form�1(x) ^ : : :^ �n(x)^ 	1(x; y)^ : : :^	k(x; y)where the �i are at clauses over a single variable x, constant a and unaryfunction f , and where the 	j are quanti�er- and function-free formulas overthe variables x and y. Then there exists a set constraint K of length O(n) suchthat K is satis�able if and only if 8x8y � is satis�able. The constraint K canbe constructed from � in polynomial time.Proof. In order to replace the formulas 	i by equivalent constraints we intro-duce an auxiliary binary function symbol g. The original f -terms are distin-guished by the set constraint N = a [ f(N), together with constraints p � N ,for any predicate symbol p in �. The 	i can now be replaced by constraintsg(N;N) � [	i], where [	i] is de�ned inductively over the syntactic structureby the identities [	 ^	0] = [	] \ [	0][	 _	0] = [	] [ [	0][:	] = [	] \ g(N;N)[p(x)] = g(p;N); for predicates p[p(y)] = g(N; p); for predicates p:5



Any other boolean connectives are assumed to be de�ned in the usual way.The clauses �i take the formL1(x)_ : : :Lp(x)_M1(f(x))_ : : :_Mq(f(x))_N1(a) _ : : :_Nr(a);where the Li,Mi andNi are predicates, possibly negated. An equivalent systemof set constraints for such a formula isf(L1 \ : : :\ Lp \N) � M1 [ : : :[Mq [N�1 [ : : :[N�rN�i = (Ni \ a) [ f(N�i ); for 1 � i � r:The conjunction of all these constraints is equivalent to �. The statementsabout the complexity are obviously satis�ed with this construction. 2The proof of Theorem 3 now follows from (Lewis 1980) where the reductionof NTIME(cn) to the monadic class via length order n logn only produces for-mulas � as required for the above lemma. In Section 3.3 we shall give a trans-lation into set constraints for the whole class of monadic formulas in prenexform, which, however, will be of a quadratic length order and which will involveprojections.Corollary 2 There exists a constant c > 0 such that Setc-Sat cannot be decidedin NTIME(cn= logn).Corollary 3 Setc-Sat is NEXPTIME complete.3.2 Set Constraints with EqualitySet constraints have been proposed as a tool for the static analysis of programs.Extending set constraints by tests for equality of terms allows to better approxi-mate programs in cases where the equality of two program variables is essential.Examples include non-linear heads of Prolog clauses or other kinds of equalitytests on variables (for an example see Section 3.3). If we de�ne the extensionin such a way that we stay inside the monadic class with equality, the extendedset constraints will enjoy basically the same properties as before.Let �f� denote a family of operators on sets, called diagonalization opera-tors , where f is an n-ary function symbol, with n > 1, and � a propositionalformula over equations of form i � j, with 1 � i; j � n. Then, for any setexpression E, �f�(E) is a set expression denoting the subset of all terms ofthe form f(t1; : : : ; tn) in E, such that, in addition, the formula � is true when\i � j" is interpreted as \ti = tj ."The diagonalization operators can be represented by at formulas (withequality):P�f�(E)(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) $ PE(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) ^ �[xi=i; 1 � i � n]P�f�(E)(g(x1; : : : ; xm)) $ false; for g 6= f:Theorem 4 The satis�ability of set constraints with diagonalization is decid-able. More precisely, the problem is NEXPTIME complete.6



Let us point out that tree automata with tests for equality of subterms(Bogaert and Tison 1991) are a special case of set constraints with equality. Itis also known that equality tests that allow two cousins in a tree to be comparedimmediately lead to unsatis�ability, even in the case of de�nite constraints.3.3 Set Constraints with ProjectionsIf one is interested in satis�ability only, the class of constraints that can bedecided by translation into the monadic class can be enlarged by a more re�nedtreatment of equivalences. LetN be a set of �rst-order clauses. Let furthermoreF denote an equivalence p(t1; : : : ; tn)$ �, where � is an arbitrary formula inwhich p does not occur. If p occurs in N only with a single polarity (positive ornegative), then the satis�ability of N [ fFg is equivalent to the satis�ability ofN [ fF 0g where F 0 represents the appropriate direction of the equivalence F .Let F! and F denote the orientations p(t1; : : : ; tn)! � and p(t1; : : : ; tn) �,respectively, of F .Lemma 2 Let N and F be as before.(i) If p occurs only in negative literals of N , then N [ fFg is satis�able ifand only if N[fF g is satis�able. In particular the minimal models of N[fFgcoincide with the minimal models of N [ fF g.(ii) If p occurs only in positive literals of N , then N [ fFg is satis�able ifand only if N[fF!g is satis�able. In particular the maximal models of N[fFgcoincide with the maximal models of N [ fF!g.Proof. We prove case (i), the other case being dual. If I is a model of N [fFg,it is clearly also a model of N [ fF g. If I is a model of N [ fF g, de�ne I 0from I by only changing the interpretation for p such that p(t1; : : : ; tn)� is truein I 0 if and only if �� is true in I , where � ranges over all ground substitutionsfor the free variables in F . As p does not occur positively in N and does notoccur in �, I 0 is a model of N [ fFg.If I 0 is not a minimal model of N[fFg, that is, there exists a smaller modelI 00 of N [ fFg, then I 0 and I 00 cannot di�er in the interpretation of p alone. Inthis case I 00 is also a model of N [ fF g which is smaller than I . 2Polarity of a subexpression E in a set constraint K corresponds to parity ordisparity, respectively, of the nesting of complement operators around E. Moreprecisely, let n be the number of complement operators enclosing a particularoccurrence of E in K. Then this occurrence is called positive, if either n is evenand the occurrence is in the right side of a subset relation, or else n is odd andthe occurrence is in the left side of a subset relation. Otherwise the occurrenceis called negative.If E is a positive [negative] subexpression of K, we need to consider onlythose clauses that correspond to the !-direction [ -direction] of the equiva-lences de�ning PE . (If an expression occurs in both polarities, both directionshave to be taken.) By [[K]]� we denote the resulting polarity-based clausal formof K. 7



For example, in �1 � �2 ^ f(�2) � �2 ^ f(�2) � �2, both �2 and �2occur positively and negatively, while f(�2) and f(�2) occur only negatively.Therefore [[K]]� consists of the clausesP�1(x) ! P�2(x)Pf(�2)(x) ! P�2(x)Pf(�2)(x) ! P�2(x)P�2(x); P�2(x) !! P�2(x); P�2(x)P�2(x) ! Pf(�2)(f(x))P�2(x) ! Pf(�2)(f(x)) :Repeated application of Lemma 2 yields the following lemma:Lemma 3 A constraint K is satis�able if and only if [[K]]� is satis�able.The optimized translation allows us to admit projection functions to a cer-tain extent. If f is an n-ary function symbol, we call f i, for 1 � i � n, thei-th projection of f , and admit set expressions of the form f i(E), which arede�ned to denote the sets of all terms xi for which there exist ground termsx1; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xn, such that f(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 E. The denotation of a setexpression f i(E) can be de�ned by the equivalencePf i(E)(xi) $ 9 x1; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xn PE(f(x1; : : : ; xn)):If n > 1, the !-direction of this equivalence is second-order as the existentialquanti�ers range over the ground terms of the given vocabulary. However, ifn = 1 or f i(E) does not occur positively in K, then [[K]]� is a set of (at)clauses (without existential quanti�ers). Let SetcP-Sat [SetcEP-Sat ] denotethe satis�ability problem for set constraints without [with] equality and withoutpositive occurrences of projections for non-monadic function symbols.Theorem 5 SetcEP-Sat is decidable. More precisely, it is a NEXPTIME com-plete problem.Set constraints with projections of monadic function symbols allow thetranslation of arbitrary monadic formulas in prenex form.Theorem 6 Monadic-Sat can be reduced to SetcP-Sat via length ordern2= logn.Proof. Let � be a monadic formula in prenex form, and let �0 be its skolemizedform. Assume that �0 is a formula over the set of predicate symbols P , theset of function symbols F , and the variables x1; : : : ; xk. We will show how tocompute a set constraint K� over a signature F̂ that is solvable if and only if�0 (and thus �) is solvable.The new signature F̂ contains a constant e and a binary operator \:" (writ-ten in in�x form), that are used as list constructors, and a unary operator ĝ8



for every g in F . We generally omit parentheses and abbreviate A : (B : C)as A : B : C to simplify notation. Furthermore we somewhat sloppily writeAi : B for A : A : � � � : A : B, and similarly A0 : B for B. The set of F -terms ismapped into the set of F̂-terms via a function � that is de�ned inductively by�(g(t1; : : : ; ti)) = ĝ(�(ti) : � � � : �(t1) : e). The function � is injective, its range,denoted by T , is the only solution of the set equationT = [g2F ĝ(T jgj : e) ;where jgj denotes the arity of g.We de�ne a function � from at boolean expressions over P , F , andx1; : : : ; xk to set expressions as follows:�(p(xi)) = T k�i : �p : T i�1 : e�(p(ĝ(x1; : : : ; xi))) = T k�i : g�1(�p)�(	1 ^ 	2) = �(	1) \ �(	2)�(	1 _ 	2) = �(	1) [ �(	2)�(:	) = T k : e \ �(	) :The set constraint K� is now de�ned as the conjunction of the following subsetrelations: (i) the set equation de�ning T that was given above, (ii) the subsetrelation �p � T for every predicate symbol p 2 P , and (iii) the subset relationT k : e � �(�). If n is the size of the monadic formula �, then K� has sizeO(n2= logn).Suppose that I is a Herbrand model for �0. For every p 2 P , we assign to �pthe set of all �(t) such that p(t) 2 I . An easy induction proof shows that thisassignment constitutes a solution of K�. Conversely, assume that we have asolution of K�, then the set of all p(t) such that �p contains �(t) is a Herbrandmodel for �0. In other words, K� is satis�able if and only if � is satis�able. 2Theorems 2 and 6 indicate that set constraints without positive occurrences ofprojections for non-monadic functions and the monadic class are two essentiallyequivalent logics, with respect to expressiveness as well as complexity.The problem of set constraints with unrestricted positive projections is stillopen. Positive projections can be used to formulate negations of subset re-lationships. In fact, a � f1(f(a; �)), where a is a constant, is equivalent to� 6� ;. Therefore, being able to solve constraints with negated subset rela-tionships would be a major step towards admitting projections in full and aninteresting case of its own. We have learned that this latter problem has re-cently been solved (Sophie Tison, personal communication), but we have notyet seen the solution.Negated subset relations amount to deciding fragments of the inductivetheory for the class of at formulas that correspond to set constraints. Withoutloss of generality one may restrict attention to constraints K of formE1 � ; ^ : : :^ Em � ; ^ � 6� ;9



where � is a set variable. Such a constraint is satis�able if and only if[[E1 � ; ^ : : :^Em � ;]]is satis�able and [[E1 � ; ^ : : :^Em � ;]] 6j= 8x :P�(x)where the universal quanti�cation ranges over the set of ground terms of thegiven signature.We believe that by relating set constraints to the monadic class it shouldbe possible to decide universally quanti�ed consequences of set constraints byexploiting the �nite model property of the monadic class. More precisely, if � isa monadic formula over predicate symbols in P and I is a P-structure, then onecan consider the equivalence relation � in I de�ned by x � y if and only if forall p in P we have I j= p(x) if and only if I j= p(y). Clearly, I is a model of � ifand only if I=� (with the canonical interpretation of the predicate symbols) isa model of �. Moreover, I=� is �nite so that the validity of formulas in I canbe e�ectively decided. If we now consider a set constraint K and its equivalentmonadic formula [[K]]m, the only remaining problem is to characterize those�nite models of [[K]]m which result from (Herbrand) models I of [[K]] throughfactorization by �. This problem we have not yet been able to solve.4 Related WorkThe present paper was motivated by the work of Aiken and Wimmers (1992)who considered the basic form of set constraints de�ned in Section 3.1. Theirconstraint solving algorithm employs a step similar to our translation of con-straints into at formulas and then employs similar techniques as ordered res-olution to saturate constraints. This is not surprising as ordered resolutioncan be turned into a decision procedure for the whole monadic class. Theiralgorithm was shown to be in NEXPTIME. We have made this result moreprecise by establishing a less than quadratic exponent, i.e., an upper bound ofNTIME(cn2= logn).In an earlier approach Heintze and Ja�ar (1990) used ad-hoc formalismsfor solving the satis�ability problem of the class of de�nite set constraints withprojections. De�nite constraint are of the form X � Y , where Y is a variableandX does not contain the complement operator (but may contain projections).Their approximative consequence operator for Prolog programs can be de�nedin terms of these constraints. For example, the reverse programrev(nil; L; L) :rev(cons(X;L); R; S) : � rev(L; cons(X;R); S):is approximated by the constraints c(nil; 1; 1) � revc(cons(cons1(c2(rev)); c1(rev)); cons2(c2(rev)); c3(rev)) � rev;10



where c is a ternary constructor which combines the arguments of rev. Theleast solution of the constraints is the least solution of the approximate con-sequence operator. Our present result for constraints with projections is moregeneral in that we also admit positive occurrences of unions and negative occur-rences of complements. Therefore we can also handle analysis and type inferenceproblems for disjunctive logic programs and nondeterministic programming lan-guages. Moreover, we have exhibited a decidable class of set constraints withequality. For the above example �c2=3(c(nil; 1; 1)) � revc(cons(cons1(c2(rev)); c1(rev)); cons2(c2(rev)); c3(rev)) � rev;is a better approximation of the reverse program which captures the non-linearity (i.e., the multiple occurrence of the variable L) in the �rst clause.Fr�uhwirth et al. (1991) studied the same class of constraints as Heintze andJa�ar (1990) and presented a proof method similar to ours in avor. Theyreduce the problem to the decidability of a certain class of Horn clauses andshow that the complexity of determining membership in their minimal modelsis EXPTIME-complete. Here we have seen that adding disjunctions to thisclass of formulas makes the complexity jump to NEXPTIME completeness.Tree automata with tests for equality of subterms (Bogaert and Tison 1991)are a special case of set constraints with equality.More recently, Gilleron, Tison, and Tommasi (1992) have introduced a newclass of tree automata which exactly accept solutions of set constraints. Thisgives rise to another constraint solving algorithm. They also prove the existenceof regular, as well as minimal and maximal regular solutions in case solutions doexist. The problem of projections is left open in this paper. Although the newclass of automata may be of interest in its own, the proposed treatment of setconstraints in terms of these automata appears to be technically involved. Thereader will perhaps appreciate the simplicity of the treatment in the presentpaper.5 Conclusions and Future WorkIn this paper we have demonstrated that set constraints can be viewed as alogic that is essentially equivalent to the monadic class of �rst-order formulas.The translations establishing the equivalence are natural and have allowed usto directly apply decidability and complexity results for the monadic class toset constraints and settle open problems posed by Aiken and Wimmers (1992).Moreover we have shown that extensions of set constraints by equality and bynegative projections do not lead beyond the monadic class (with equality). Atpresent, however, projections for non-monadic functions are restricted to neg-ative subexpressions in constraints, and the problem of admitting unrestrictedprojections remains open. 11
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